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Abstract. We address the mathematical foundations of the ontology coordina-
tion problem and investigate to which extend the Barwise-Seligman theory of
information flow may provide a faithful theoretical description of the problem.
We give a formalisation of the coordination of populated ontologies based on in-
stance exchange that captures progressive partial semantic integration. We also
discuss the insights that the Barwise-Seligman theory provides to the general on-
tology coordination problem.

1 Introduction

For two systems to interoperate, exchanging syntax is insufficient, because systems
also need to agree upon the meaning of the communicated syntactic constructs. Sep-
arate applications, though, are most often engineered assuming different, sometimes
even incompatible, conceptualisations. Ontologies have been advocated as a solution
to this semantic heterogeneity: separate applications would need to match their own
conceptualisations against a common ontology of the application domain, so that all
communication is done according to the constraints derived from the ontology.

Although the use of ontologies may indeed favour semantic interoperability, it relies
on the existence of agreed domain ontologies in the first place. Furthermore, these on-
tologies will have to be as complete and as stable for a domain as possible, because dif-
ferent versions only introduce more semantic heterogeneity. Thus, semantic-integration
approaches based ona priori common domain ontologies may be useful for clearly
delimited and stable domains, but they are untenable and even undesirable in highly
distributed and dynamic environments such as the Web. In such an environment, it is
more realistic to progressively achieve certain levels of semantic interoperability by
coordinating and negotiating the meaning attached to syntactic constructs on the fly.
Although we are skeptical thatmeaningas such can ever be coordinated or negotiated
in a way such that all systems share the understanding of a communicated concept, we
do argue that communication between separate systems will hardly ever be achieved if
we lack the necessary commodity for meaning to be coordinated and negotiated in the
first place: information.



This puts us within the philosophical tradition put forth by Dretske [3], which sees
information as prior to meaning, namely as an interpretation-independent objective
commodity that can be studied by its own right. Consequently, we believe that any satis-
factory formalisation of semantic interoperability needs to be built upon a mathematical
theory capable of describing under which circumstances information flow occurs. We
shall use Barwise and Seligman’s channel theory for this purpose [1]. It constitutes a
general mathematical theory that aims at describing the information flow in any kind of
distributed system.

In our previous work we have been starting from the Barwise-Seligman theory of
information flow in order to formalise and automate semantic interoperability [5, 6].
In this paper we investigate the ways in which the Barwise-Seligman theory applies
to the problem of ontology coordination. We do not present a fully-fledged theory for
ontology coordination, nor do we provide an ontology coordination methodology or
procedure. Instead, our aim here is to explore if the insights about information and its
flow provided by the Barwise-Seligman theory translate to the ontology coordination
problem.

2 Ontology Coordination

Before applying all the channel-theoretic machinery to the ontology coordination prob-
lem, we first need to delimit the problem and state the assumptions upon which we build
the theoretical framework.

We assume a scenario in which two agentsA1 andA2 want to interoperate, but in
which each agentAi has its knowledge represented according to its own conceptualisa-
tion, which we assume to be explicitly specified according to its own ontologyOi. By
this we mean a concept ofO1 will always be considered semantically distincta priori
from any concept ofO2, even if they happen to be syntactically equal, unless there is
sufficient semantic evidence that it means the same toA1 as it does toA2. Further-
more, we assume that the agent’s ontologies are not open to other agents for inspection,
so that semantic heterogeneity can not be solved by “looking into each agents’ head.”
Hence, an agent may learn about the ontology of another agent only through interac-
tion. Thus, following an approach similar to that of Wang and Gasser described in [10],
if A1 wants to explainA2 the meaning of a concept, it can use an instance classified
under this concept as a representation of it.

Take, for example, the issues one has to take into account when attempting to align
the English conceptsriver andstream of O1 with the French concepts offleuve and
rivi ère ofO2. According to Sowa,

In English, size is the feature that distinguishesriver from stream; in French,
a fleuve is a river that flows into the sea, and arivière is either a river or a
stream that runs into another river. [9]

Given these distinct conceptualisations,A1 may explain toA2 what a river is by inform-
ing A2 that Ohio is a river. In principle, agents may handle different instance sets asA1

may be situated in the context of the North-American geography (Mississippi, Ohio,
Captina) whileA2 may be situated in the context of the French geography (Rhône,



Sâone, Roubion). But for any successful explanation of foreign concepts by exchang-
ing information about instances, one needs to assume thatA2 will be able to identify
instances ofA1 (e.g., Ohio) as belonging to the samedomain of discourseD as its
own instances (Rĥone, Sâone, Roubion)—which, for this particular scenario, consists
of all water-flowing entities—and that it will be able to classify any new elements ofD
according to its own ontology.

In fact, by lacking anya priori domain ontology about water-flowing entities, it is
hard to see how agentsA1 andA2 could coordinate their respective ontologiesO1 and
O2 in another way. It is the assumption thatA1’s andA2’s instances belong to a com-
mon domain of discourse which makes our approach to ontology coordination possible.
Ontology coordination is then the progressive sharing of instances of this domain of
discourse and the subsequent communication about how they are classified according
to each ontology.

3 Channel-Theoretic Preliminaries

We introduce briefly the main channel-theoretic constructs needed for our foundation
for ontology coordination. As we proceed, we shall hint at the intuitions lying behind
them, but for a proper in-depth understanding of the theory we refer the interested reader
to [1]. In the remainder of the paper we use the prefix ‘IF’ (information flow) in front of
some of the channel-theoretic terminology to distinguish it from their usual meaning.

3.1 IF Classification, Infomorphism, and Channel

In channel theory, each component (or context) of a distributed system is modelled by
means of anIF classification. The system itself is described by the way IF classifications
are connected with each other throughinfomorphisms.

Definition 1. An IF classificationA = 〈tok(A), typ(A), |=A〉, consists of a set of
tokenstok(A), a set of typestyp(A) and aclassification relation|=A⊆ tok(A) ×
typ(A) that classifies tokens to types.

Definition 2. An infomorphismf = 〈f ,̂ f 〉̌ : A → B from IF classificationsA to B
is a contravariant pair of functionsfˆ : typ(A)→ typ(B) andfˇ : tok(B)→ tok(A)
satisfying the following fundamental property, for each typeα ∈ typ(A) and token
b ∈ tok(B):
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f (̌b) |=A α iff b |=B f (̂α)

Definition 3. Adistributed IF systemA consists of an indexed familycla(A) = {Ai}i∈I

of IF classifications together with a setinf (A) of infomorphisms all having both do-
main and codomain incla(A).



The basic construct of channel theory is that of anIF channelbetween two IF clas-
sifications. It models the information flow between components:

Definition 4. An IF channelconsists of two IF classificationsA1 and A2 connected
through a core IF classificationC via two infomorphismsf1 andf2:
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3.2 IF Theory and Logic

Channel theory is based on the understanding that the flow of information is a result
from the regularities of a distributed system. These regularities are implicit in the rep-
resentation of the system as a distributed IF system of connected IF classifications, but
we can make them explicit in a logical fashion by means of IF theories and IF logics:

Definition 5. An IF theoryT = 〈typ(T ),`〉 consists of a settyp(T ) of types, and a
binary relation` between subsets oftyp(T ). Pairs 〈Γ,∆〉 of subsets oftyp(T ) are
called sequents. If Γ ` ∆, for Γ,∆ ⊆ typ(T ), then the sequentΓ ` ∆ is called a
constraint. T is regularif for all α ∈ typ(T ) and all setsΓ, Γ ′,∆,∆′, Σ′, Σ0, Σ1 of
types:

1. Identity:α ` α
2. Weakening:If Γ ` ∆, thenΓ, Γ ′ ` ∆, ∆′

3. Global Cut:If Γ, Σ0 ` ∆, Σ1 for each partition〈Σ0, Σ1〉 of Σ′, thenΓ ` ∆.3

Definition 6. An IF logicL = 〈tok(L), typ(L), |=L,`L, NL〉 consists of an IF classifi-
cationcla(L) = 〈tok(L), typ(L), |=L〉, a regular IF theoryth(L) = 〈typ(L),`L〉 and
a subset ofNL ⊆ tok(L) of normal tokens, which satisfy all the constraints ofth(L);
a tokena ∈ tok(L) satisfies a constraintΓ ` ∆ of th(L) if, whena is of all types inΓ ,
a is of some type in∆. An IF logicL is soundif NL = tok(L).

Regularity arises from the observation that, given any classification of tokens to
types, the set of all sequents that are satisfied by all tokens always fulfill Identity, Weak-
ening, and Global Cut.

Every classification determines anatural IF logic, which captures the regularities
of the classification in a logical fashion.

Definition 7. Thenatural IF logicis the IF logicLog(C) generated from an IF classi-
ficationC, and has as classificationC, as regular theory the theory whose constraints
are the sequents satisfied by all tokens, and whose tokens are all normal.

3 A partition ofΣ′ is a pair〈Σ0, Σ1〉 of subsets ofΣ′, such thatΣ0∪Σ1 = Σ′ andΣ0∩Σ1 = ∅;
Σ0 andΣ1 may themselves be empty (hence it is actually a quasi-partition).



3.3 Distributed IF Logic

The key channel-theoretic construct we shall use in order model the semantic interoper-
ability between agents with different ontologies is that of adistributed IF logic, which
is the logic that represents the flow of information occurring in a distributed system.
Semantic interoperability between agentsA1 andA2 is then described by the IF theory
of the distributed IF logic of IF channel

C

A1

f1 66mmmmmm
A2

f2hhQQQQQQ

representing the information flow betweenA1 andA2, and which describes how the
different types fromA1 andA2 are logically related to each other, both respecting the
local IF classification systems of each agent and interrelating types whenever there is a
similar semantic pattern (i.e., a similar way communities classify related tokens). The
distributed IF logic is defined bymovingan IF logic on the coreC of the channel to the
sum of componentsA1 + A2.

Definition 8. Given an infomorphismf : A→ B and an IF logicL onB, theinverse
imagef−1[L] of L underf is the IF logic onA, whose theory is such thatΓ ` ∆ is a
constraint ofth(f−1[L]) iff f [̂Γ ] ` f [̂∆] is a constraint ofth(L), and whose normal
tokens areNf−1[L] = {a ∈ tok(A) | a = f (̌b) for someb ∈ NL}. If fˇ is surjective
on tokens andL is sound, thenf−1[L] is sound.

Definition 9. Given an IF channelC = {f1,2 : A1,2 → C} and an IF logicL on
its core C, the distributed IF logicDLogC(L) is the inverse image ofL under the
sum infomorphismsf1 + f2 : A1 + A2 → C. This sum is defined as follows:A1 +
A2 has as set of tokens the Cartesian product oftok(A1) and tok(A2) and as set
of types the disjoint union oftyp(A1) and typ(A2), such that forα ∈ typ(A1) and
β ∈ typ(A2), 〈a, b〉 |=A1+A2 α iff a |=A1 α, and〈a, b〉 |=A1+A2 β iff b |=A2 β. Given
two infomorphismsf1,2 : A1,2 → C, the sumf1 + f2 : A1 + A2 → C is defined by
(f1 + f2)̂ (α) = fi(α) if α ∈ Ai and(f1 + f2)̌ (c) = 〈f 1̌(c), f 2̌(c)〉, for c ∈ tok(C).

3.4 Ontologies in Channel Theory

For the purposes of ontology coordination described in this paper, we adopt a defini-
tion of ontology that includes some of its core components:Concepts, organised in an
is-a hierarchy, and notions ofdisjointnessof two concepts—when no instance can be
considered of both concepts—andcoverageof two concepts—when all instances are
covered by two concepts.4 Disjointness and coverage are typically specified by means
of ontological axioms. In this paper we take these kind of axioms into account includ-
ing disjointness and coverage into the hierarchy of concepts by means of two binary
relations ‘⊥’ and ‘|’, respectively. In [5] we included alsorelationsover concepts in our
core treatment of ontologies. We have left them out here for the ease of presentation.

4 Both disjointness and coverage can easily be extended to more than two concepts.



Definition 10. Anontologyis a tupleO = (C,6,⊥, |) where

1. C is a finite set of concept symbols;
2. 6 is a reflexive, transitive and anti-symmetric relation onC (a partial order);
3. ⊥ is a symmetric and irreflexive relation onC (disjointness);
4. | is a symmetric relation onC (coverage); and

When an ontologyO = (C,6,⊥, |) is used in some particular application domain,
we need to populate it with instances. First, we will have to classify objects of a set
X according to the concept symbols inC by defining a binary classification relation
|=C. This determines an IF classificationC = (X, C, |=C), whereX = tok(C) and
C = typ(C). The classification relation|=C will have to be defined in such a way that
the partial order6, the disjointness⊥, and the coverage| are respected:

Definition 11. A populated ontologyis a tupleÕ = (C,6,⊥, |) such thatC = (X, C,
|=C) is an IF classification, andO = (C,6,⊥, |) is an ontology, and for allx ∈ X
andc, d ∈ C,

1. if x |=C c andc 6 d, thenx |=C d;
2. if x |=C c andc ⊥ d, thenx 6|=C d;
3. if c | d, thenx |=C c or x |=C d.

Our approach to ontology coordination uses the fact that, in the context of channel
theory, a populated ontologỹO = (C,6,⊥, |)—with C = (X, C, |=C)—determines
a local logicL = (X, C, |=C,`) whose theory(C,`) is given by the smallest regular
consequence relation (i.e., the smallest relation closed under Identity, Weakening, and
Global Cut) such that, for allc, d ∈ C,

c ` d iff c 6 d c, d ` iff c ⊥ d ` c, d iff c | d

4 Progressive Semantic Integration

In order to formalise the semantic integration of a collection of agents via the precise
mathematical construct of an IF channel, in [6] we articulated the following four steps:

1. Modelling the populated ontologies of agents by means of IF classifications.
2. Defining an IF channel—its core and infomorphisms—connecting the agents’ IF

classifications.
3. Defining an IF logic on the core of the IF channel representing the information flow

between agents.
4. Distributing the IF logic to the sum of agent IF classifications to obtain the IF theory

that describes the desired semantic interoperability.

These steps need to be understood in the context of a theoretical exercise, and hence
will hardly be implemented directly as engineering steps in actual interoperability sce-
narios. In particular, the definition of an IF channel and an IF logic on the core of this
channel representing the information flow between agents (steps 2 and 3) requires a
global view of all involved parties, which we seldom will possess in general. On the
contrary, we started from the assumption that the agents’ ontologies are not open to
other agents for inspection, and that an agent learns about the ontology of another agent
only through interaction.



4.1 The Global Ontology

The four steps above determine what we will call theglobal ontologyof two semanti-
cally integrated agentsA1 andA2. It is the distributed logic of an IF channelC connect-
ing IF classificationsA1 andA2 modelling the agents’ populated ontologiesÕ1 and
Õ2 respectively:

C

A1

f1 66mmmmmm
A2
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At the core of IF channelC, typ(C) coverstyp(A1) andtyp(A2), while the ele-
ments oftok(C) connect tokens fromtok(A1) with tokens fromtok(A2). By defining
an IF logic on the core of the channel and distributing it to the sum of IF classifications
A1 + A2 we get theglobal ontologythat captures the overall semantic integration of
the scenario.

Fig. 1.Aligning ontologies through a pair of maps

For example, an IF channel for the English-French river alignment scenario of Sec-
tion 2 is shown in Figure 1. At the core of this channel the connections〈Mississippi,
Rhône〉, 〈Ohio, Saône〉, and 〈Captina, Roubion〉 link particular instances of type
river or stream together with particular instances of typefleuve or rivière in such
a way that their resulting classification into the four conceptsriver, stream, fleuve,
andrivière, determines an IF theory about how these concepts are semantically related.
This theory is given by the distributed IF logic of the natural IF logic of the core classi-
fication:DLogC(Log(C)). It includes among its constraints:

` river, rivière fleuve ` river

stream ` rivière fleuve, stream `

i.e., thatriver | rivière, fleuve 6 river, stream 6 rivière, andfleuve ⊥ stream.
Other IF channels modelling a different semantic integration are possible in principle,
although we defined this one with the particular relationship in mind linking together



big rivers flowing into the sea (Mississippi and Rhône), rivers flowing into other rivers
(Ohio and Sâone), and streams flowing into other rivers (Captina and Roubion).

In ontology coordination scenarios we cannot assume that we will be able to define
a global IF channel that connectsA1 andA2 directly, capturing thus their semantic
integration. In the channel of Figure 1, for example, it is not clear from where we
would gain the additional understanding that allowed us to link tokens in the way we
did. Nor can we assume that we ever will be able to define such a channel completely,
linking all tokens and defining an IF theory on the union of all types. Therefore, the
global IF channel is not appropriate as a mathematical model for describing the process
of ontology coordination.

4.2 The Coordinated Channel

We shall model ontology coordination with acoordinated channelinstead, an IF chan-
nel that captures how̃O1 andÕ2 are progressively coordinated, and which captures the
semantic integration achieved through interaction betweenA1 andA2. As we have de-
scribed in Section 2, ifA1 wants to explainA2 the meaning of a concept, it can do so
using an instance classified under this concept as a representation of it.

The coordinated channel is a mathematical model of this coordination that captures
thedegree of participationof an agentAi at any stage of the coordination process. This
degree is determined both, at the type and at the token level, since

– an agentAi will have attempted to explain a subset of its concepts to other agents,
and

– other agents will have shared with agentAi some of its instances, incrementing in
this way the instance set managed originally by agentAi.

This degree of participation can easily be captured with an infomorphismgi : A′
i →

Ai, for which functionsĝ i and ǧ i are the inclusionstyp(A′
i) ⊆ typ(Ai) and

tok(Ai) ⊆ tok(A′
i), respectively. The coordination is then established not between

the original IF classificationsAi, but between thesubclassificationsA′
i that result from

the interaction carried out so far:

C′

A1 A′
1g1

oo
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g2

// A2

In Section 2 we argued that although agents may handle different instance sets, any
successful explanation of foreign concepts by exchanging information about instances
will need to assume thatA2 is able to identify instances ofA1 as belonging to a theo-
retically domain of discourseD common to its own instances, and that it will be able to
classify, in theory, any element ofD according to its own ontology. We also assumed
disjoint sets of concepts among agents. These assumptions ultimately determine the co-
ordinated channelC′; this is mathematically captured by an IF classificationS with no
concepts,typ(S) = ∅, the domain of discourse as its instance set,tok(S) = D, and
empty classification relation.



The coordinated IF channel that captures the semantic integration achieved by the
agents is mathematically defined by taking the category-theoreticalcolimit (see, e.g.,
[7]) C′ = colim{A′

1 ← S→ A′
2} of the diagram linking the IF subclassifications that

model each agent’s participation through the assumptions of the scenario:

C′

A1 A′
1g1

oo
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S

hi

oo
h2

// A′
2
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g2

// A2

4.3 Partial Semantic Integration

The diagram above is a general model of the coordinated channel between to agents, and
it faithfully captures the semantic integration between them, according to the Barwise-
Seligman theory of information flow. Initially, when the agents have not yet coordinated
themselves, the IF classifications modelling the agents’ participation have no concepts
since none of them have been communicated yet, and the instance set of the core of the
coordinated channel is empty (as no instances have been shared yet):

typ(A′
i) = ∅ typ(C′) = ∅

tok(A′
i) = tok(Ai) tok(C′) = ∅

After A1 told A2 that Ohio |= river andA2 told A1 that Ohio |= rivière, A1

participates in the coordinated channel with conceptriver andA2 participates in the co-
ordinated channel with conceptrivière. FurthermoreA2 will have extended its instance
set with the shared instanceOhio, resulting in the coordinated channel of Figure 2.

Fig. 2.Partially coordinated channel

Furthermore, afterA2 told A1 that Roubion |= rivière and A1 told A2 that
Roubion |= stream, new concepts participate in the ontology coordination, and new
instances are shared, resulting in the newly coordinated channel of Figure 3.



Fig. 3.Partially coordinated channel

At each stage a new coordinated channel arises. The distributed IF logic of the
natural logic determined by the core of each new channelcaptures the semantic inte-
gration achieved so far. For instance, for this last coordinated channel the theory of
the distributed IF logicDLogC′(Log((C′))) would include among its constraints:

` rivière ` river, stream river, stream `

4.4 Complete Semantic Integration

In the optimal limit case, all concepts would be eventually communicated and all in-
stances shared, which would yield a situation of complete semantic integration in which
the IF classifications modelling the agents’ participation in the coordination would in-
clude each agent’s concepts and would have the domain of discourse as their instance
set:

typ(A′
i) = typ(Ai) typ(C′) =

⋃
i

typ(Ai)

tok(A′
i) = D tok(C′) = D

This is an ideal scenario, in which agents would have exchanged their entire IF clas-
sification (all tokens, all types, and the entire classification relation). In our example,
complete semantic integration would have been achieved with the coordinated channel
shown in Figure 4. The distributed IF logic of this channel is equivalent to the global
ontology discussed above.

Because in practice complete semantic integration will seldom be achieved (e.g.,
because it would be computationally too expensive) the ontology coordination process
will usually yield only a partial semantic integration involving a fraction of communi-
cated types and shared instances. In these cases it is important to have a faithful formal-
isation of the resulting situation, which we believe is achieved with its modelling as a
coordinated IF channel.



Fig. 4.Completely coordinated channel

5 Concluding Discussion

Channel theory emphasises that, since information is carried by particular tokens, infor-
mation flow crucially involves both types and tokens. Barwise and Seligman realised the
fundamental duality between types and tokens, which is central to all channel-theoretic
constructions. Thus, although ontology coordination is usually thought of as a process
during which concepts of separate ontologies are being aligned at the type-level, the log-
ical relationship between concepts arises when tokens are being connected by means of
an IF channel. Knowing what these connections at the token-level are is therefore fun-
damental for determining the semantic integration of ontologies at the type-level.

In this paper, we have been formalising an ontology coordination approach in which
token connection is the result of instance passing between agents. But the general for-
malisation based on channel theory presented here provides a wide view about what
we can consider to be atokenand aconnection between tokens. This allows for ac-
commodating different understandings of semantics—depending on the particularities
of the interoperability scenario—whilst retaining the core aspect that will allow coor-
dination among agents: connections through their tokens. Schorlemmer showed in [8]
how the type-token duality helps to pin down some of the reasons why ontologies ap-
pear to be insufficient in certain interoperability scenarios for which a common verified
ontology is not enough for knowledge sharing [2]. Depending on the scenario being
analysed, the role of tokens is taken either by instances, model-theoretic structures, or
even proof-theoretic derivations. In [6], for example, we showed how the coordination
of various UK and US government ministries can be derived from a partial alignment of
ministerial responsibilities, which take the role of connected tokens for that particular
scenario.

An information-theoretic analysis of ontology coordination based on channel theory
highlights the fact that a coordination process can hardly be absolute. On the contrary,
not only is it relative to the respective ontologies being coordinated, but also

1. to the way ontologies are actually used in the context of specific application do-
mains (what we have been calling the populated ontologies);



2. to the way ontologies are characterised as IF logics: the particular understanding of
semantics of the interoperability scenario is relative to our choice of types and to-
kens and its classification relation; (this is closely related to what Farrugia calls the
logical setup, and which he claims needs to be established first before any meaning
negotiation between agents can start [4];)

3. to the way ontologies are linked together via connected tokens: as discussed in
[8] reliable semantic integration is only guaranteed on connected tokens, which
nicely includes into the framework the unavoidable imperfections of most ontology
coordination processes, unless complete semantic integration is achieved.

It would be interesting, for instance, to explore the channel-theoretical notion of
induced IF logicin the ontology coordination context. This logic characterises how an
agent extends its own ontology with the understanding it has gained of other agents’
ontologiesrelative to the coordinated channel. This logic is defined by moving the dis-
tributed IF logic of the coordinated channel to its restriction to one particular agent’s IF
classification. It turns out that the resulting induced IF logic is only sound and complete
when the infomorphisms constituting the coordinated channel are surjective on tokens
(see Definition 8). Such a particular case is when we achieve complete semantic inte-
gration, but it would be desirable to find conditions for ontology coordination processes
that, without obtaining complete semantic integration, lead to coordinated channels for
which sound and complete induced IF logics exist.
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